Abstract
DREAM is a project-based learning innovation that strives
to increase the number of underrepresented and
underserved students earning engineering degrees
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undergraduate engineering students serve as volunteer
mentors to underrepresented high school mentees
teams carry out design projects over 8-10 weeks
high contact hours and 4 year participation is encouraged

Learning Activities & Materials

over 50 volunteer mentors serve 120+ mentees
10,000+ contact hours with mentees since 2007

Outcomes for Mentors

design projects cover 4 topics, with first-order concepts in
fall and higher-order concepts in spring

Head Mentors (2 per school)
- STEM undergraduates
- oversee DREAM
- research effectiveness

existing and new assessments measure perceptions,
motivations and content knowledge
- mentors and mentees studied

12 Head Mentor co-authors on
five conference papers
- 9 underrepresented
- 6 women
- 6 now pursuing graduate
degrees in engineering
- 3 NSF GR Fellows

Objectives & Methods
mentees
OBJECTIVE

METHODS

change perceptions about
engineering

carry out engaging and innovative design
challenges in teams

impassion interest in
engineering

relate science, math, physics and technology to
real-world problems

understand long-term
earning potential

discuss earning potential in engineering and the
true cost of attending college

prepare for rigors of higher
education in STEM

give weekly pre-engineering mini-lectures

improve scores on college
entrance exams

aid with ACT, SAT and SAT II registration and
preparation

complete college and
financial aid applications

assist with applications, essay revision and the
FAFSA

Discussion
DREAM improves college readiness of mentees and
impassions the study of engineering
- all 2009 AHS 12th graders participating in DREAM
were admitted to one or more 4-year, R1 universities
- 5 of 8 majoring in STEM
- 30 to 70% increases in correct scores on inventories
typical for new concepts
DREAM improves communication and leadership skills of
mentors and promotes graduate education through
research
DREAM named 2011 Best Practices in K-12 and University
Partnerships by ASEE

Acknowledgments

9 Head Mentors have attended
research conferences
- 3 poster presentations
80% retention of mentors to
graduation

promote upper-level math and science electives

100% indicate they do not
want pay or credit (after one
semester of mentoring)

mentors
OBJECTIVE

METHODS

improve leadership and
communication skills

serve as team leaders and mentors

participate in meaningful
research experiences

study program outcomes, publish and present
findings and suggest improvements

responsible for mentee outcomes

gains in pre-engineering content

director-to-mentor and mentor-to-mentor
advising on graduate education and fellowships

100
percent of correct answers

impassion interest in
graduate study
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knowledge[2]

what sometimes works
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DREAM Day

- assistance for 11th and 12th graders on college apps

pre-DREAM

DREAM Day

- mini-lectures help clarify concepts
- high-order concepts can be a strong motivator

Development History

significant improvement over control and good retention
invariance of gravitational acceleration

decomposition of motion

percent of correct answers
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founded in 2007 to encourage underrepresented minority
students to earn degrees in engineering
- expanded to 2 additional high schools in spring 2009
- after-school and in-school implementations
- mentees either self-select
or are enrolled in a preAfrican American Hispanic white Asian American/ Pacific Islander Native
American
engineering class (varies by school)

- limited parental involvement
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- replicate DREAM at other universities
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difficulties encountered
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volunteerism promotes mentoring relationships[1]
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2011 Frontiers of Engineering
Education Symposium

- better train mentors to improve outcomes
- develop/adopt systematic procedure to train Head
Mentors in research methods
[1] Service-learning and psychology: Lessons from the psychology of volunteers' motivations, Clary,
Snyder & Stukas, With Service in Mind: Concepts & Models for Service-Learning in Psychology, 1998
[2] Goza, Garland & Houchens, Physics and mathematics learning outcomes of underserved and
underrepresented DREAM mentees at three urban high schools. 2010 ASEE Annual Conference
[3] Campo, Rice, Rimer & Houchens, Mentoring to impassion the study of engineering in underrepresented high school students via a design mechanism. 2009 ASEE Annual Conference
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